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The Raft 2012-06-14 a tale of grand passion set in paris in 1818 arabella edge
s second novel is inspired by the story of théodore géricault and his
extraordinary masterpiece the raft of the medusa aged just twenty one géricault
is feted at the prestigious salon for his painting charging chasseur seven
years later lovesick and distracted by his secret affair with his benefactor
uncle s wife alexandrine he is still desperately searching for inspiration for
his next work then he hears about the french frigate medusa wrecked off the
west coast of africa with a hundred and fifty souls abandoned on a makeshift
raft rumours of madness murder and cannibalism horrify the french public but
fascinate géricault when he manages to track down two of the raft s survivors
to discover what really happened during those fifteen days at sea he knows he
has finally found his subject this is a marvellously rich and pacy novel about
the gestation of a masterpiece arabella edge weaves a combination of fable
thriller and costume comedy of manners novel of the week telegraph
The Raft of the Medusa 2003 the raft of the medusa is a novel based on the life
of théodore géricault the great 19th century french romantic painter and on the
historical events surrounding one of the most scandalous disasters in french
naval history in particular the book focuses on géricault s creation of his
celebrated masterpiece the raft of the medusa and on his passionate and tragic
love affair with his aunt as author robert m hertzberg states in a note that
precedes the main text his book is a novel not history or biography but he has
made extensive use of historical and biographical sources he has remained
faithful to the facts so far as they are known but has taken the novelist s
liberty to interpret those facts to provide motives and to imagine states of
mind but never in matters of substance has he strayed from the realm of
possibility nor to his knowledge invented anything that might not plausibly
have been the case after a prologue that sets the scene of géricault s paris
studio where the raft of the medusa is being painted the reader is transported
to the present day louvre gallery where the picture is seen today the painting
is described its place in the course of france s art is defined and its
changing impact on critics and the public is noted the reader is introduced to
the sculptor who created géricault s tomb in père lachaise cemetery in paris he
has received an unexpected bequest from one georges hippolyte whom he recalls
meeting years before and who is revealed as the son born in virtual secrecy to
géricault and the wife of his brother thus we learn of the central and bitter
secret of a turbulent life lived in a turbulent time born in rouen in 1791 to a
wealthy couple young théodore grows up as a sensitive introspective and
restless country loving boy most at home on the peaceful family estate
carefully shielded from the rigors and violence of life in france that have
accompanied the replacement of the royal house of bourbon by revolution and
creation of the first republic moving to paris at the age of five géricault is
now introduced to more formal education as well as to the joys of horseback
riding which will play a vital part in his life and work his teenage years are
filled with more than school and riding he discovers a talent for drawing
leading to painting which becomes a dedication admitted to the studios of
conservative classical painters he revels in the company of fellow students and
exploits his rebellious tendencies to push himself beyond the practices of
traditional academic expression he advances beyond his teachers the painters
carle vernet and pierre guérin and studies on his own in the musée napoleon by
1812 when napoleon s disastrous invasion of russia precipitates the invasion of
france by british and prussian allies géricault enlists in the gray musketeers
in a futile gesture of loyalty to napoleon s ill fated bourbon successor louis
xviii however napoleon s final defeat at waterloo in 1815 leaves géricault with
little to occupy him except his increasing concentration on his painting his
style is moving ever faster away from the classical mode still favored by most
of his contemporaries dramatic paintings military and equine portraits battle
scenes somber landscapes notebook after notebook of vivid often roughly
sketched drawings all flow from his ever more romantic hand he is becoming
noticed with both esteem and alarm meanwhile he has fallen deeply in love with
his aunt the young wife of his aging uncle the situation is agonizing he is
torn apart travel to italy becomes a way of avoiding the passion and
frustration within him about this time in july 1816 a shipwreck has occurred
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for awhile little noted a french frigate the medusa sailing from southern
france to senegal in west africa has run aground just off the coast of africa
and has been a
Géricault's Raft of the Medusa 1972 when théodore géricault exhibited his raft
of the medusa at the paris salon of 1819 it produced a sensation and
established the reputation of the 18 year old painter this book assembles all
the known and recorded drawings and paintings related to the great picture in
an attempt to trace step by step the gradual evolution of the painting the
ideas and influences which entered it and the meanings which emerged in the
course of its development
Raft of the Medusa 2001-04-05 raft of the medusa five voices on colonies
nations and histories jocelyne doray julian samuel editors the interviews
examine such issues as islamic fundamentalism and occidental modernism the
partition of india in 1947 the future of hong kong and questions of identity in
a postcolonial era this book presents eurocentrism of western history as an
aberration that is not only scandalous but dangerous in addition to the
transcript of the video version of the raft of the medusa this book also
includes an interview with marwan hassan by will straw providing a dialogue
around the issues raised in the video and an essay by charles acland examining
colonial discourse as discussed in the raft and how these themes are expressed
in bram stokers dracula the five voices each brilliant and insightful which
julain samuel has interwoven in the raft of the medusa together form a braid of
thought that opens out the received ideas that bind colonizer and colonized
into a world that oscillates between questons of deracination and re
territorialization a journalistic tour de force vera frenkel video artist in
interviews with five academics and writers amin maalouf thierry hentsch sara
suleri marlene nourbese philip and ackbar abbas history is discussed from a non
european perspective the interviews examine such issues as islamic
fundamentalism and occidental modernism the partition of india in 1947 the
future of hong kong and questions of identity in a postcolonial era this book
presents eurocentrism of western history as an aberration that is not only
scandalous but dangerous in addition to the transcript of the video version of
the raft of the medusa this book also includes an interview with marwan hassan
by will straw providing a dialogue around the issues raised in the video and an
essay by charles acland examining colonial discourse as discussed in the raft
and how these themes are expressed in bram stokers dracula what s remarkable is
the scope samuel allows his interview subjects now there is no shortage of
thought provoking material here books in canada table of contents the raft of
the medusa five voices on colonies nations histories by julian samuel on and
around the raft an interview with marvan hassan by will straw hybridity and the
subversion of frontiers by charles acland jocelyne doray editor video
consultant and translator is currently at work on l ge de l innocence a book on
child criminals julian samuel is a montreal film and video maker and writer he
has made resisting the pharaohs a film about montreal s arms industry and
weapons sales to areas of conflict including isreal south africa and indonesia
he is the author of lone ranger in pakistan politics world 132 pages video
stills paperback isbn 1 895431 76 x 19 99 hardcover isbn 1 895431 77 8 48 99 l
c no 93 072751 what s remarkable is the scope samuel allows his interview
subjects now there is no shortage of thought provoking material here books in
canada jocelyne doray editor video consultant and translator is currently at
work on l ge de l innocence a book on child criminals julian samuel is a
montreal film and video maker and writer he has made resisting the pharaohs a
film about montreal s arms industry and weapons sales to areas of conflict
including isreal south africa and indonesia he is the author of lone ranger in
pakistan 1994 132 pages video stills
The Raft of Odysseus 2002 the raft of odysseus looks at the fascinating
intersection of traditional myth with an enthnographically viewed homeric world
carol dougherty argues that the resourcefulness of odysseus as an adventurer on
perilous seas served as an example to homer s society which also had to adjust
in inventive ways to turbulent conditions the fantastic adventures of odysseus
act as a prism for the experiences of homer s own listeners traders seafarers
storytellers soldiers and give us a glimpse into their own world of hopes and
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fears 500 years after the iliadic events were supposed to have happened
The Raft of the Medusa 2000-08-01 one of the strangest and most horrifying
stories ever told john fowles author of the french lieutenant s woman first
rate newsweek in july 1816 a french frigate ran aground on a sandbar forty
miles off the coast of africa forced to abandon ship 150 men and women embarked
on an overloaded makeshift raft after twelve days of riots mutiny murder and
ultimately cannibalism only fifteen were alive
Wreck of the Medusa 2000 this book examines alternative design procedures for
plain and piled raft foundations it explores the assumptions that are made in
the analysis of soil structure interaction together with the associated
calculation methods the book gives many examples of project applications
covering a wide range of structural forms and ground conditions
Design Applications of Raft Foundations 2008-10-16 a thrilling captivating
account of the most famous shipwreck before the titanic a tragedy that inspired
an unforgettable masterpiece of western art the boston globe in june 1816 the
medusa set sail commanded by an incompetent captain the frigate ran aground off
the desolate west african coast during the chaotic evacuation a privileged few
claimed the lifeboats while 147 men and one woman were herded aboard a
makeshift raft that was soon cut loose by the boats that had pledged to tow it
to safety those on the boats made it ashore and undertook a two hundred mile
trek through the sweltering sahara but conditions were far worse on the
drifting raft crazed parched and starving the diminishing band fell into mayhem
when rescue arrived thirteen days later only fifteen were alive among the
handful of survivors were two men whose bestselling account of the maritime
disaster scandalized europe and inspired promising artist théodore géricault
who threw himself into a study of the medusa tragedy turning it into a vast
canvas in his painting the raft of the medusa drawing on contemporaneously
published accounts and journals of survivors the wreck of the medusa is a
captivating gem about art s relation to history booklist and ultimately a
thrilling read the guardian
The Wreck of the Medusa 2021-05-11 this superb essay collection enables readers
of invisible man to appreciate the subtleties of its cultural and political
commentary journal of american studies an important collection of original
essays that examine how ellison s landmark novel invisible man 1952 addresses
the social cultural political economic and racial contradictions of america
commenting on the significance of mark twain s writings ralph ellison wrote
that a novel could be fashioned as a raft of hope perception and entertainment
that might help keep us afloat as we tried to negotiate the snags and
whirlpools that mark our nation s vacillating course toward and away from the
democratic ideal ellison believed it was the contradiction between america s
noble ideals and the actualities of our conduct that inspired the most profound
literature the american novel at its best drawing from the fields of literature
politics law and history the contributors make visible the political and
ethical terms of invisible man while also illuminating ellison s understanding
of democracy and art ralph ellison and the raft of hope uniquely demonstrates
why invisible man stands as a premier literary meditation on american democracy
essential reading for anyone interested in understanding ellison s political
thought lawrence jackson author of ralph ellison emergence of genius
outstanding provides an interdisciplinary perspective of the politics of the
book lexington herald leader these essays demonstrate that a great work of art
has the capacity to renew itself across generations pamela k jensen kenyon
college this careful study of ellison s great novel is highly recommended for
all serious students of american and african american literature african
american review
Ralph Ellison and the Raft of Hope 2022-03-03 artist tom de freston has long
had an obsession with gricault s painting the raft of the medusa and the
troubling story behind its creation the monumental canvas which hangs in the
louvre depicts a 19th century tragedy in which 150 people were drowned at sea
on a raft lost in a stormy sea when the ship medusa was wrecked on shallow
ground when de freston began making an artwork with ali a syrian writer blinded
by a bombing the raft s depiction of pain and suffering resonated powerfully
with him as did gricault s awful life story it spoke not only to ali s story
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but to tom s family history of trauma and anguish offering him a passage out of
the dark waters in which he found himself in spellbinding visceral prose de
freston opens a window onto the magnetic frisson that runs between a past
masterpiece and contemporary artistic endeavours he asks powerful questions
about how we might translate violence fear and trauma into art how we try to
make sense of seemingly unthinkable acts and the value in facing and depicting
the darkest horrors
Wreck 2019-12-06 the raft by coningsby dawson published by good press good
press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well
known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that
are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format
The Raft 2013-09-20 what if one day europe was to crack along the length of the
pyrenees separating spain and portugal from the rest of europe in saramago s
fable a new island is sent spinning through the ocean like a great stone raft
while the authorities panic and tourists flee three men two women and a dog are
drawn together by omens that burden them with a peculiar responsibility in this
magical realist tale the six take to the road finding themselves adrift in a
world now unfamiliar and forced to reckon with their relationships human
psychology and the shakiness of belief itself
The Stone Raft 2002-05 with beautiful words and stunning illustrations author
illustrator lamarche tells the story of a boy who has an unexpectedly wonderful
summer of discovery when he visits his grandmother full color
The Raft 1943 the raft art is not lonely like the eponymous exhibition in
ostend is about the imagination of the expedition and the destination of the
artist curators jan fabre and joanna de vos invited 73 artists to the panoramic
north sea where they were inspired by the metaphor of the raft or by the two
key works in the exhibition the raft of the medusa 1818 by théodore géricault
and art is not lonely 1986 by fabre himself more than 50 new creations were the
result the raft is buoyed by the urge to cross boundaries a number of the
visual artists involved are also active in the world of film theatre and
performance publisher s website
The Raft Book 2017 robbie s last minute flight to the midway atoll proves to be
a nightmare when the plane goes down in shark infested waters fighting for her
life the co pilot max pulls her onto the raft and that s when the real terror
begins
The Raft 1893 in july 1816 the french frigate medusa ran aground on a sandbar
40 miles off the coast of senegal forced to abandon ship by the captain 150 men
and women embarked on a makeshift raft so overloaded that they were up to their
hips in water but their ordeal was only beginning
Raft-towing on the Great Lakes 2012-08-21 one of the great adventures of our
time life am going to cross pacific on a wooden raft to support a theory that
the south sea islands were peopled from peru will you come reply at once that
is how six brave and inquisitive men came to seek a dangerous path to test a
scientific theory on a primitive raft made of forty foot balsa logs and named
kon tiki in honor of a legendary sun king thor heyerdahl and five companions
deliberately risked their lives to show that the ancient peruvians could have
made the 4 300 mile voyage to the polynesian islands on a similar craft for
three months the bold young men made their way across the pacific at the
complete mercy of the ocean they encountered storms that threatened to tear
their raft apart whales large enough to sink them in the blink of an eye and
sharks ready to feast on any man unfortunate enough to fall overboard in the
true spirit of adventure they held on until finally making landfall on a remote
polynesian island proving heyerdahl s theory possible after all on every page
of this true chronicle from the actual building of the raft through all the
dangerous and comic adventures on the sea to the spectacular crash landing and
the native islanders hula dances each reader will find a wholesome and
spellbinding escape from the twenty first century
The Raft 1976 stephen baxter s highly acclaimed first novel and the beginning
of his stunning xeelee sequence finally enters the sf masterwork series a
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spaceship from earth accidentally crossed through a hole in space time to a
universe where the force of gravity is one billion times as strong as the
gravity we know somehow the crew survived aided by the fact that they emerged
into a cloud of gas surrounding a black hole which provided a breathable
atmosphere five hundred years later their descendants still struggle for
existence divided into two main groups the miners live on the belt a ramshackle
ring of dwellings orbiting the core of a dead star which they excavate for raw
materials these can be traded for food from the raft a structure built from the
wreckage of the ship on which a small group of scientists preserve the ancient
knowledge which makes survival possible rees is a miner whose curiosity about
his world makes him stow away on a flying tree just one of the many strange
local lifeforms carrying trade between the belt and the raft and what he finds
will change his world
Death Raft 1971 are the people of britain capable of serving the new world of
writing with honour a new chapter of history the answer conclusively is yes but
socrates in the third of the pieces has still to be satisfied that the allies
are truly conscious of their purpose a four fold rule of law is not enough the
peace within that rule must not be an idle peace but creative if that is not
explicitly our intention and desire then why are we fighting the raft and
socrates asks why are imaginary conversations revolving around the political
and military problems of wwii the raft is set in the mid atlantic where six
survivors from a torpedoed ship discuss the position of britain and the
difficulties and moral dilemmas of a soldier life socrates asks why is a
conversation between socrates voltaire johnson and lincoln where the allies aim
of peace and ending of the war is discussed and questioned these conversations
were first published in 1942
The Raft of the Medusa 2014-11-11 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Kon-Tiki 2013-01-24 the innocence of children is lost on the children the raft
is a story about chanelle a young abused girl looking to escape just like the
heroes in the books she relishes we may dream of childhood as a state of joy
and innocence but children inhabit the same world adults do the raft is the
first in a series of short stories where maya goode explores childhood with an
unfiltered lens from abuse mental illness and suicide to first love and
unending compassion this is a short story of 4 800 words
Raft 1996 at the outbreak of world war ii thirteen year old miriam feuer and
her family found themselves at the mercy of the invading red army in polish
galicia but things would only get worse with the coming of the nazis in 1941
escaping the nazi built ghetto in her hometown of kolomyia after the murder of
her grandmother and seizure of other family members young miriam desperately
flees into the countryside struggling to hide herself amidst the local
population finding a modicum of safety in the home of a ukrainian priest her
relief proves short lived when the german commandant of the town abruptly
arrives as a dinner guest and something more a raft on the river is the true
life coming of age story of a young girl who finds redemption and a chance for
love in the shadow of one of the most horrific episodes of the twentieth
century
Hsing-chʻa-sheng-lan 2014-06-24 three days out on the seven day trip from fort
lauderdale florida to bermuda the small but luxurious cruise ship ocean eco
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star struck an underwater object and started rapidly sinking its position was
about 700 kilometres from the nearest land just inside the bermuda triangle it
was early evening and most of the 700 passengers oblivious to the thick fog
that had enveloped the ship were at dinner at the time the ship started to list
severely rendering half of the lifeboats impossible to launch in the chaos that
followed a small group of stragglers had to take their chances in the sea
eventually finding refuge in an inflatable liferaft cut off from the other
survivors but although for the moment safe anger and stress threatened to make
the wait for rescue a troubled time time to dwell on the discomforts and
privations of their predicament needing a distraction the senior crew member
cajoled her charges to tell the party something of their lives before embarking
on the ill fated trip
The Raft / Socrates Asks Why 2019-02-22 before the big flood liz green worried
more about hiding detention notes the activities of her rebellious friends and
mental illness than global climate change she lives on the texas coastal plain
with her single mother brilliant older brother and socially awkward but clever
younger brother but now the water keeps rising and her mother leah has bigger
problems than liz the suburban family their neighbors and billions of people
all over the world are stuck between the rising seas and snarled land escape
routes the military and authorities are overwhelmed by the scope of the
disaster the wealthy and well connected rush to expensive sea habitats ordinary
people cannot expect to get help in time you do not need to construct an actual
raft to be raft people but you have to float the family finds a website called
raftpeople com which coordinates the efforts of ordinary people who plan to
construct homemade crafts in order to float out of the disaster they have to
reply upon the natural talents of liz s younger brother mark a middle aged
former female special forces diver named shirley and an eighty year old retired
naval engineer this small group of neighbors decides to become raft people to
escape before their houston suburb floods overwhelmed and ill prepared they
must struggle against nature and gangs of hoodlums the military may provide
some help but urban guerrillas have chosen to use this opportunity to take out
the government and the rebels do not seem to mind some collateral damage can
this group of children adults and old people make it to the up above before the
sea rises liz green narrates the story of leah s folly her raft people craft
from the perspective of a young adult therapist even though most events
occurred when she was sixteen to seventeen years old the story also includes
one habitat dome constant a refuge for the rich and powerful naval rescue
efforts and some other raft people crafts bayou drink devil s island sisters of
mercy mighty duck and moby dick the other rafts are similar to leah s folly but
different too as you may imagine from the craft s names raft people should
appeal to adults young adults and mature teenagers it falls into the category
of post apocalyptic fiction but is also an adventure and coming of age story
there is even a bit of steam punk science fiction dystopian fiction alternate
history spirituality and the supernatural added to the mix can liz green face
her fears and travel back to leah s folly and the time of the big flood in
order to move on and help others
The Raft 2016-08-26 list of members in some numbers
RAFT 1943 fiction art in the wake of the becoming rem rom become hyper aware of
their current state and build a log raft to riverse ingenear their father s
route that berthed them unceremoniously at the mouth of the colonvia river all
in the name of westword x pantson to log their passage the bastard brothers
jury rig their own diy landgauge derived in part from chinook jargon spanish
pirate and surfer slang and backwoods pidgin english disseminated from a
courier pigeon s messyjizz and a steampunk riding system cannonballized from
books they in heretic from their estranged riverend f author and decipher
adrift on the river his illitterit journals rife with typos and dim witted
dogberryisms the eventshores of huckleberry finn finnegans wake and the
discovery doctrine of maninfest dustyknee a written script that also marries
spittin imedge with text down to customb typefaces cyber rigged from a
refurbished remington and that messysorrylie inkloots drafty copyedits to prove
illegitimacy sic and that reads backwoods by trail earhorror they learn to read
right to left since no one tot them udderwise a dyslexic hystorickle story line
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devilips in time in the reel moondough as rem rom take turns scooby divine into
the choppy floodwaters beneath the raft and pipe up the feed akin to a dream
log and off corse their twined storylines reflexively merehorror the bona fide
riding of a raft manifest or huck finnegans wake if you will exposing its
progeneration
The Story of the Rubber Life Raft 1859 the raft of odysseus looks at the
fascinating intersection of traditional myth with an enthnographically viewed
homeric world carol dougherty argues that the resourcefulness of odysseus as an
adventurer on perilous seas served as an example to homer s society which also
had to adjust in inventive ways to turbulent conditions the fantastic
adventures of odysseus act as a prism for the experiences of homer s own
listeners traders seafarers storytellers soldiers and give us a glimpse into
their own world of hopes and fears 500 years after the iliadic events were
supposed to have happened
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of
Missouri 2016-07-09
A raft pilot's log 2008-02-19
The Raft 2015-09-01
A Raft on the River 1890
Raft of Life 2013-01-04
...Annual Report of the Commissioner of Navigation... 1883
Raft People 1884
The Bengal Regulationa, the Acts of the Governor-general in Council, and the
Frontier Regulations ... Applicable to the Punjab 2017
Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 1897
A Raft Manifest 2001
Century Edition of The American Digest 1887
The Raft of Odysseus
Defences to Crime
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